Abstract We explore the extent to which internal variability can reconcile discrepancies between observed and simulated warming in the upper tropical troposphere. We compare all extant radiosondebased estimates for the period 1958-2014 to simulations from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 multimodel ensemble and the 100 realization Max Planck Institute large ensemble. We consider annual mean temperatures and all available 30-and 15-year trends. Most observed trends fall within the ensemble spread for most of the record, and trends calculated over 15-year periods show better agreement than 30-year trends, with generally larger discrepancies for the older observational products. The simulated amplification of surface warming aloft in the troposphere is consistent with observations, and the linear correlation between surface and simultaneous tropospheric warming trends decreases with trend length. We conclude that trend differences between observations and simulations of tropical tropospheric temperatures are dominated by observational uncertainty and chaotic internal variability rather than by systematic errors in model performance.
Introduction
General Circulation Models (GCMs) robustly simulate the vertical amplification of tropical (20 ∘ N-20 ∘ S) tropospheric warming in response to increasing concentrations of well-mixed greenhouse gases, with a warming maximum at the upper troposphere level around 300 hPa. This characteristic has important implications for climate sensitivity, due to its relation with lapse-rate and associated water vapor and cloud feedbacks, as well as with atmospheric circulation changes [Manabe and Stouffer, 1980; Colman, 2001; Flato et al., 2013] . During recent decades, it has been intensively discussed whether the simulated response adequately captures the real-world behavior described by observations [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2013] . Discrepancies between observed and simulated tropical tropospheric temperature structures caused by incorrect model performance would compromise the reliability and accuracy of model-based projections for future climate change. The vertical temperature structure of the troposphere, as any climate parameter, emerges from a superposition of natural internal variability and response to external forcings. The observational record represents only one outcome of many possible resulting from this combination. We use two large ensembles of different realizations-with each realization simulating also one outcome of this superposition-to assess to what extent internal variability can reconcile apparent discrepancies.
Most model simulations show larger warming trends in the tropical troposphere than observational data sets over recent years [McKitrick et al., 2010; Fu et al., 2011; Po-Chedley and Fu, 2012] . Some studies argue that models significantly overestimate the tropospheric warming response and are therefore seriously flawed [Douglass et al., 2007; McKitrick et al., 2010] . Other studies, however, suggest that remaining discrepancies are not statistically significant once observational uncertainties and natural internal variability are taken into account [Sherwood et al., 2005; Thorne et al., 2007; Santer et al., 2008; Thorne et al., 2011a Thorne et al., , 2011b Mitchell et al., 2013; Sherwood and Nishant, 2015; Po-Chedley et al., 2015] . Yet other studies cannot unambiguously conclude whether discrepancies are caused by incorrect model behavior or observational uncertainties [Fu et al., 2011; Po-Chedley and Fu, 2012; Seidel et al., 2012; Santer et al., 2016] .
However, most of the existing studies focus on periods starting after year 1979-the beginning of the satellite era-and analyze just one trend estimate [e.g., Santer et al., 2005; Douglass et al., 2007; Santer et al., 2008; Fu et al., 2011; Po-Chedley and Fu, 2012] . We argue that to put potential trend discrepancies into appropriate context, all overlapping trends over the longest available record of tropical tropospheric temperatures must 10.1002/2017GL073798 be analyzed [Thorne et al., 2007; Risbey et al., 2014; Marotzke and Forster, 2015] . Radiosonde-based data sets offer the longest available record and therefore are used in our study. We further evaluate the robustness of our results by comparing trend estimates under several trend calculation methods and trend lengths.
On climate time scales, tropical tropospheric temperatures are a response to surface changes amplified aloft due to the strong convective activity. Inconsistencies in model-simulated surface temperatures are expected to lead to inconsistent tropospheric temperatures resulting from this amplification [Santer et al., 2005; Mitchell et al., 2013] . We analyze trends of the difference between upper tropical troposphere temperature anomalies and surface temperature anomalies (TTT-minus-ST), as well as the amplification of surface warming aloft by considering upper troposphere temperature trends against simultaneous surface temperature trends (TTT-versus-ST).
We evaluate the ability of two state-of-the-art model ensembles, the Phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) multimodel ensemble and the recently developed Max Planck Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM) 100 realization large ensemble, to simulate the radiosonde-observed interannual variability and trend behavior in tropical upper troposphere temperature anomalies over the period 1958-2014. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a multimember large ensemble experiment from an Earth system model has been used to assess the contribution of internal variability to CMIP5 model-simulated tropospheric warming and to examine possible discrepancies between simulations and observations in tropical tropospheric temperature anomalies.
Data
For observational tropospheric temperature estimates, satellite-and radiosonde-based measurements are available. We choose to use radiosonde observations, since they offer longer observational records and higher vertical resolution than satellite products, which is particularly relevant to investigating the warming maximum in the upper troposphere [Fu et al., 2004; Haimberger et al., 2012; Seidel et al., 2012; Sherwood and Nishant, 2015] . Care must be taken, however, because uncorrected radiosonde data suffer from biases toward insufficient tropospheric warming, and these biases are largest in the tropics [Lanzante et al., 2003; Sherwood et al., 2005 Sherwood et al., , 2008 Titchner et al., 2009; Thorne et al., 2011b] . These biases include step-like mechanisms that do not cancel over time, whereas the amplitude of internal variability diminishes with time scale. Therefore, any residual data issues will become more apparent the longer the time scale [Santer et al., 2005; Thorne et al., 2007; Sherwood and Nishant, 2015] . Although homogenization techniques remove many of these biases, some biases may remain [Santer et al., 2005; Thorne et al., 2007 Thorne et al., , 2011a Sherwood and Nishant, 2015] .
We use the most recent versions of the following six radiosonde-based compilations of tropospheric temperatures: RATPAC-A [Free et al., 2005] , HadAT2 [Thorne et al., 2005] , RAOBCORE [Haimberger, 2007; Haimberger et al., 2012] , RICH- [Haimberger, 2007; Haimberger et al., 2012] , RICH-obs [Haimberger, 2007; Haimberger et al., 2012] , and IUKv2 [Sherwood and Nishant, 2015] . The data set HadCRUT4.5 [Morice et al., 2012; Osborn and Jones, 2014] is used as observational estimate for surface temperatures. Further details are given in the supporting information (SI) Table S1 .
For simulations, we use historical and RCP4.5 runs from 44 different GCMs from the CMIP5 archive [Taylor et al., 2012; Bi et al., 2013; Xin et al., 2013; Ji et al., 2014; von Salzen et al., 2013; Meehl et al., 2012; Hurrell et al., 2012; Scoccimarro et al., 2011; Voldoire et al., 2013; Rotstayn et al., 2010; Hazeleger et al., 2010; Li et al., 2013; Delworth et al., 2006; Donner et al., 2011; Schmidt et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2010; Collins et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2011; Volodin et al., 2010; Dufresne et al., 2013; Hourdin et al., 2013; Sakamoto et al., 2012; Watanabe et al., 2010 Watanabe et al., , 2011 Giorgetta et al., 2013; Yukimoto et al., 2012; Bentsen et al., 2013] , and from the 100 realization single-model large ensemble of the MPI-ESM [Giorgetta et al., 2013] . The large ensemble uses the model version MPI-ESM1.1 in low resolution (LR) configuration, with resolution T63 and 47 vertical levels in the atmosphere and 1.5 ∘ resolution and 40 vertical levels in the ocean. MPI-ESM-LR has an equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) of 3.6 ∘ C and transient climate response of 2 ∘ C, while the CMIP5 model mean, with its 90% uncertainty interval, is 3.2 ± 1.3 ∘ C for ECS and 1.8 ± 0.6 ∘ C for transient climate response. Information about the different CMIP5 models included in this study is listed in the SI Table S2 . Most CMIP5 models include several realizations, based on the same model physics, parametrizations, and forcings. The realizations differ only in their initial conditions, taken from different points of the models preindustrial control run [Taylor et al., 2012] . To better analyze the simulated internal variability in the CMIP5 multimodel ensemble, we include all individual realizations, as opposed to model or ensemble means. RCP4.5 extensions are only available for some of the corresponding historical realizations, resulting in a reduction in the CMIP5 ensemble member number after year 2005 (SI Table S3 ).
We define tropical upper troposphere temperatures (TTTs) as the annual mean temperature of the 300 hPa level of the troposphere averaged over the 20 ∘ N-20 ∘ S latitude range. We choose the 300 hPa level because model simulations and most radiosonde compilations present 30-year trend warming maxima at this level; however, our results do not differ substantially for other middle-to-upper tropospheric levels. All TTTs shown are anomalies with respect to the climatology period from 1961 to 1990. When comparing the upper troposphere level to the surface, all simulated and observed surface data are subsampled to grid boxes where radiosonde data are available.
Results and Discussion

Internal Variability in Tropical Tropospheric Temperatures
We perform a side-by-side comparison of the variability of tropically averaged upper troposphere annual mean temperature anomalies for the period 1958-2014 simulated by the individual realizations from both ensembles against radiosonde-observed estimates. Observational estimates occur generally across the whole ensemble width and within the ensemble spread for the majority of the record, for both the CMIP5 ( Figure 1a ) and the MPI-ESM ensembles ( Figure 1b) . However, the different radiosonde series present a broad range of estimates for tropical tropospheric temperatures. This broad range indicates remaining observational uncertainties in tropical tropospheric temperatures. For TTTs over this period, we find that the spread of the 100 member MPI-ESM large ensemble is not readily distinguishable from the CMIP5 multimodel ensemble spread ( Figure 1 ).
Observational estimates starting from 1999 occur toward the lower half of both simulated ensembles, coinciding with the observed hiatus in global surface warming [Knight et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010; Liebmann et al., 2010; Flato et al., 2013] , although observed TTTs continue to rise during this period. The year 2009 stands out in that it is the only estimate occurring outside the CMIP5 ensemble for all observational estimates except for the newest-developed IUKv2 . For the MPI-ESM large ensemble, observational TTT estimates always lie within the ensemble spread. MPI-ESM simulates TTT estimates on average 0.3 ∘ C lower than the CMIP5 ensemble for the period 2000-2014 and is therefore in slightly better agreement with observations than the CMIP5 multimodel ensemble. For this period, there is a 0.7 ∘ C TTT increase for the CMIP5 ensemble mean, while the MPI-ESM ensemble mean shows a 0.4 ∘ C increase. This difference between the CMIP5 and the MPI-ESM simulated warming may suggest that some CMIP5 models could be missing a cooling forcing contribution during this period [Solomon et al., 2011; Fyfe et al., 2013; Santer et al., 2014] , although the reduction in the CMIP5 ensemble size after year 2005 and the intermodel differences may also account for some of the difference.
The cooling following two out of three volcanic eruptions occurring during the observational record (Mount Agung, 1963, and Mount Pinatubo, 1991 ) is generally well represented by both ensembles at the 300 hPa level, with most models showing a slight tendency toward overestimating the cooling response and the following warming recovery. The El Chichón eruption, in 1983, presents the exception to this behavior, with observed temperatures actually rising after the volcanic eruption due to a strong El Niño event coincidentally occurring the same year as the maximum radiative cooling from the volcano, masking the volcanic cooling response [Santer et al., 2001] . Both ensembles present similar responses to volcanic eruptions, with some realizations from CMIP5 showing warming responses directly following volcanic-induced cooling that are too strong, a behavior not exhibited by the MPI-ESM ensemble (Figures 1a and 1b) .
The rank that the observational estimates would have as a member of each ensemble of simulations [Hamill, 2001; Annan and Hargreaves, 2010] shows a slight tendency for observational estimates to fall with a higher frequency in the vicinity of the lower simulations for the CMIP5 (Figure 1c ). This behavior is not present in the MPI-ESM large ensemble (Figure 1d ) and is most likely caused by estimates in the period of 1999-2014. Other than that both rank histograms show rather flat and continuous patterns, indicating that both the CMIP5 multimodel ensemble and the MPI-ESM large ensemble offer realistic representations of observed large-scale variability in TTT. This high similarity between the 100 member MPI-ESM large ensemble-which includes just one set of external forcing contributions and forcing response-and the CMIP5 multimodel ensemble spread-which includes different treatments of external forcing and different forcing responses for different GCMs-indicates that the spread in CMIP5 model-simulated TTT arises most likely mainly from simulated internal variability, with some contribution from differences in model radiative forcing and forcing response diversity. The good agreement with radiosonde TTT estimates also indicates that the CMIP5 ensemble spread offers an adequate representation of real-world variability in tropical upper tropospheric temperatures on annual time scales, as does the MPI-ESM large ensemble (Figure 1 ). Due to this similarity in behavior, for simplicity we focus on the MPI-ESM analysis for the rest of this paper (selected results for CMIP-5 ensemble are available in the SI Figure S1 ). Figure 2a shows the joint relative frequency distribution of all available overlapping 30-year TTT Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) trend estimates across the 100 MPI-ESM realizations as a function of start year and trend size (CMIP5 counterparts shown in the SI Figure S1a ). Observed and simulated trends show good agreement for the first two thirds of the series. For some observational estimates, trends with start years between 1965 and 1970 show higher warming than simulated, most likely due to the strong El Niño event coinciding with the 1983 El Chichón eruption. Simulated trends with start years after 1978 increasingly diverge from observations, with models simulating larger trends than those observed. Particularly, the period 1979-2008-identified in the literature as the satellite era, the most-often studied period-shows the lowest 30-year OLS trend in tropical upper tropospheric warming for the whole radiosonde record.
Tropical Tropospheric Temperature Trends
However, conclusions regarding differences between observed and simulated 30-year warming trends depend on the trend calculation method. In Figure 2b , we replicate our analysis of the L2-norm OLS linear regression (Figure 2a ), but for L1-norm Least Absolute Deviation (LAD) linear regression [Bloomfield and Steiger, 1980; Koenker, 2005] . The LAD linear regression is a robust trend estimator that is less sensitive to outliers in the data, such as strong Niño or Niña events or volcanic eruptions, while maintaining more of the interannual internal variability signal than the OLS estimator. Observed 30-year TTT trends calculated with LAD agree better with simulations over the recent decades, lying generally within the simulated ensemble spread. However, observed 30-year TTT trends calculated with both LAD and OLS estimators present a wide spread of roughly 0.2 ∘ C per decade for different radiosonde compilations, with IUKv2 estimating the highest observed trends, while model spread is roughly 0.4 ∘ C per decade. This broad observational spread indicates substantive remaining observational uncertainties in the TTT radiosonde record.
For 30-year trends of TTT-minus-ST, the difference between annual tropical upper troposphere temperature anomalies minus surface temperature anomalies, the range of observational estimates is roughly of the same magnitude as the 100 realization large-ensemble spread, about 0.20 ∘ C per decade (Figure 2c ). Simulated 30-year trends of TTT-minus-ST show good agreement with observations for start years before 1972, but discrepancies appear for trends starting after that point. These discrepancies are more marked than for TTT trends and are only marginally smaller for LAD trend estimates (figure not shown), suggesting potential inconsistencies in tropical tropospheric warming amplification. However, due to the relatively short observational record, overlapping 30-year trends for the period 1958-2014 are not independent from each other. This dependence could lead to an underestimation of the observed long-term internal variability. [2015] find that different mechanisms drive the ensemble spread in globally averaged surface temperature trends for different trend lengths. Such differences between time scales will presumably also apply for tropospheric temperatures. We replicate our analysis for 15-year trends (Figure 3 ; for CMIP5 data in SI Figure S1b ) and find relatively good agreement between observations and simulations. Overall, 15-year TTT trends are more influenced by interannual variability. Observational trend estimates are distributed over the whole simulated ensemble width but rarely lie outside the limits of the ensemble spread. In contrast to the 30-year TTT trends, there are only minor differences between TTT 15-year trends based on LAD or OLS trend estimators. Observed LAD 15-year trends with start years from 1962 to 1963 and from 1985 to 1988 fall outside the large-ensemble spread for most observational estimates (Figure 3b ).
Marotzke and Forster
For the joint relative frequency distribution of 15-year TTT-minus-ST simulated trends, we find good agreement with observational trend estimates, with a reduction of the spread in simulated trends with respect to TTT trends (Figure 3c ). Furthermore, we find a broad observational spread, of about 0.30 ∘ C per decade, that is about half of the large-ensemble spread. Observed TTT-minus-ST trends with start years between 1986 and 1991, covering the period 1986-2005, lie markedly outside the ensemble spread. For this period, we find lower than expected trends for both the tropical average and for trends at single radiosonde stations (figure not shown). This localized discrepancy period, which overlaps with the period of discrepancy in 30-year trends, stands in contrast to the good agreement found over the rest of the record and suggests period-dependent mechanisms, like remaining observational biases or an overestimated response to the Pinatubo eruption, rather than systematic flaws in model performance as the main cause for remaining upper tropospheric discrepancies.
To further evaluate these remaining discrepancies, we study the amplification of tropical surface warming by considering upper troposphere temperatures against simultaneous surface temperatures (Figure 4 ). Simulated annual temperatures show an amplification behavior consistent with observations as well as with theoretical expectations. MPI-ESM presents an average amplification factor of about 1.9-each 1 ∘ C of surface warming roughly amplifies to 1.9 ∘ C of upper tropospheric warming. For 15-and 30-year trends, the MPI-ESM amplification factor decreases to about 1.5 and 1.2, respectively. However, there is some variability in these factors that is larger for trends calculated over longer periods. For different realizations from the large ensemble, amplification factors for 30-year trends vary from 0.4 to 2.1, while they range from 1.8 to 2.2 for annual temperatures. These values show good agreement with the average amplification factor of the CMIP5 ensemble of about 1.8 [Mitchell et al., 2013] .
We also find that TTT trends present an offset to surface trends that is again larger for trends calculated over longer periods. For 30-year trends, the MPI-ESM shows upper tropospheric trends of around 0.13 ∘ C per decade on average for near to zero surface trends (Figure 4c) . A physical explanation for this offset is that the surface warming in the neighboring latitude bands 20 ∘ to 30 ∘ North/South as well as in grid cells without radiosonde data may influence the tropical temperatures aloft due to the strong homogeneity of the tropical troposphere. Surface trends have been mostly positive during the observational period; therefore, the influence of neighboring regions could lead to positive upper tropospheric trends even for zero surface trends in the considered grid cells. For preindustrial conditions, we find that the effect of internal variability through the compensating influence of the neighboring regions practically eliminates this offset (SI Figure S2) . MPI-ESM-simulated 30-year trends for preindustrial conditions also present an amplification factor of about 1.9, indicating that the aforementioned influence of neighboring regions may also be the cause of the increased range in amplification factors with trend length in the period 1958-2014.
For observations, annual estimates of TTT-versus_ST occur always within the MPI-ESM ensemble spread and present an amplification factor of about 1.8, which is within the internal variability range in simulated values (Figure 4a ). For 15-year trends, observational estimates lie mostly within the large-ensemble spread, with the exception of trends with start years between 1986 and 1990, that lie marginally outside the ensemble spread for some compilations. Trend estimates with start years from 1986 to 1990, calculated over periods covering the 1986-2005 interval, show slightly less amplification than MPI-ESM. Some observational compilations present dampening of surface warming during this interval, with smaller warming trends in the upper troposphere than at the surface, an effect that is not present for trends over other periods (Figure 4b ). For 30-year trends, simulations and observations show good agreement for trends with start years before 1971. For start years after 1971, some observational estimates occur inside the ensemble spread (e.g., IUKv2), yet again, other fall outside the ensemble spread and present dampening of surface warming on the upper troposphere (Figure 4c ).
However, the validity of a simple proportionality law to quantify the amplification of surface warming aloft during recent decades appears to depend on the time scale considered. On annual time scales, there is a strong linear correlation between surface and upper troposphere temperature anomalies for both observational and model estimates. This linear correlation decreases with trend length for the period 1958-2014, as the variability range in the amplification factor increases. These results highlight the limitations of the concept of an amplification factor, particularly for longer trend lengths and when surface trends are close to zero.
The simulated amplification of tropical surface warming in the upper troposphere in MPI-ESM shows good agreement with both observations and theory on annual time scales, as well as for the majority of the trend record. Some observational compilations show less amplification or even dampening of surface warming aloft for trends calculated over periods covering the 1986-2005 interval. However, the most recently developed compilations present amplification regimes within the simulated range across all the time scales studied once internal variability is considered. Our results suggest that remaining upper tropospheric discrepancies arise most likely through period-dependent mechanisms or biases rather than systematic flaws in model performance.
Summary and Conclusions
We analyze the ability of two state-of-the-art model ensembles to simulate the observed variability in tropical upper troposphere temperatures (TTTs) as well as TTT trends over the period 1958-2014, to revisit the extensively discussed discrepancies between observed and simulated tropical tropospheric warming trends over the last decades. To our knowledge, this is the first study to use a 100 member single-model ensemble for this purpose, allowing us to characterize the role of internal variability in a transient setting.
Once simulated internal variability is considered, both the CMIP5 and the MPI-ESM ensembles adequately represent the radiosonde-observed annual large-scale variability in TTT records for the period 1958-2014. Our results also indicate that the spread in the CMIP5 ensemble can be considered an adequate representation of model-simulated internal variability for tropical upper tropospheric temperatures.
For 30-year TTT trends, we find good agreement between observational and simulated estimates with start years before 1978, with discrepancies between simulations and observations for OLS trend estimates with start years thereafter. This discrepancy is reconciled when the LAD estimator is used. We also find little discrepancies for 15-year TTT trends, estimated with either method. There is, however, a broad spread in observational estimates from different radiosonde compilations. This broad spread indicates remaining observational uncertainties, which are more relevant over 30-year trends and, particularly, when trends on TTT-minus-ST are considered. Our analysis of 15-year TTT-minus-ST trends shows good agreement between observations and simulations for the majority of the radiosonde record, with the exception of a few estimates with start years between 1986 and 1991. For 30-year TTT-minus-ST trends, we find good agreement for the first half of the record, but discrepancies appear when trends are calculated over periods including the 1986-2005 interval. Due to the longer periods covered by 30-year trends, these discrepancies span over half of the record, instead of over approximately 15% as for the 15-year trends.
For the amplification of surface warming in the upper troposphere, we find good agreement for all annual estimates, for all 15-year trends and for 30-year trends with start years before 1971. Observed trends calculated over periods covering the 1986-2005 interval show less tropospheric amplification than MPI-ESM for some observational compilations, while the most recently developed compilations show amplification factors within the simulated internal variability range across all time scales considered. Our results present, therefore, improved agreement between model simulations and observations, as well as with theoretical expectations, in comparison with previous studies based on earlier versions of radiosonde data sets [Santer et al., 2005; Mitchell et al., 2013] . However, our findings also highlight the limitations of a simple linear proportionality law to quantify the tropospheric amplification of surface warming for longer trend lengths or in case of surface trends close to zero.
Despite the continuous efforts made in achieving higher levels of homogeneity, calibration, and accuracy in observations, our results indicate that residual structural uncertainties in observational tropospheric temperature estimates remain large and that these remaining observational uncertainties contribute to discrepancies between observed and simulated trends over the last decades. The future development of revised versions of observational data sets, correcting remaining observational uncertainties and inhomogeneities, may continue to improve the agreement between observed and simulated multidecadal variability for tropical tropospheric temperatures.
We conclude that GCMs adequately simulate the internal variability in tropospheric warming amplification responses across different time scales over most of the available record. We find, however, remaining discrepancies for trends calculated over periods including the years 1986 to 2005, particularly when considering trends in tropospheric amplification. The good agreement between simulated and observed tropospheric warming for all annual estimates, all 15-year trends, and most of the 30-year trend record-once the role of internal variability is taken into account-suggests that the remaining discrepancies arise mainly because of observational biases or other period-dependent mechanisms, rather than because of systematic errors in model performance. thank the climate modeling groups (listed in 
